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Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on international mobility, please be aware that we are suspending the call for applications at this time until further notice.

Launched as a pilot program in 2017, the Nicolas Baudin “Internships in France” initiative offers students from participating Australian universities the opportunity to undertake a research internship at a French host university in collaboration with an industry partner. The Embassy provides a grant to finance the cost of return travel to France (up to the value of $2500)

The objectives of the “Internships in France” initiative are to:

- Increase student mobility from Australia to France
- Contribute to the attractiveness and promotion of the French higher education and research systems
- Strengthen student mobility within French-Australian scientific collaborations; initiate longer-term collaborations (cotutelle theses, CIFRE theses) through student stays
- Contribute to the reconciling of the Australian university sector with the industry sector and promote the quality of interactions between universities and industry in France
Apply

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on international mobility, please be aware that we are suspending the call for applications at this time until further notice.

If you wish to transfer credit for the program, you must first seek approval from your faculty for credit transfer through Cross-Institutional Enrolment.

For more information see - Applying for credit and funding for your overseas short course.

Risk assessment

All programs involve some degree of risk to participants. If you choose to source a provider on your own, please remember to do some research on them first and ensure that they are a legitimate organisation and that the product they offer will definitely meet your requirements. Students are therefore advised to undertake their own risk assessment before departure and any participation in these programs is at their own risk.

Before departure

All students should register their travel with UNSW. You should also undertake a risk assessment before heading overseas. For more information see - How to prepare for departure.

More information

For further details:

- Visit - https://au.ambafrance.org/Nicolas-Baudin-Program-Internship-in-France-in-
- Email - advisor4globaled@unsw.edu.au